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PLANNING:
Use of Money
IsabelMcGibney
Home Management Specialist
It is a simple thing to spend money but not so simple to spend it as wisely as we would like. From the
time we are children old enough to go to the store
until the end of our lives, most of our satisfactions are
reached through the buying process.
Today we buy almost everything we use. There are
more goods available from which to choose and more
brands of these goods. We enter the market place as a
lone individual, there to be met by the collective onslaught of salesmen and advertisers whose sales talks
are not necessarily limited to statements of fact.
The pressure to buy is made greater by advertising,
scientifically-planned attacks of salesmen and easypayment plans.
How can we combat these pressures ?-by developing ourselves as wise consumers.
·
How do we develop as wise consumers to get the
greatest satisfactions from the buying process ?-by
understanding our attitudes and feelings about money
and by planning how to spend.

ATTITUDES AND FEELINGS
Our attitudes and feelings about money are as important to us as its purchasing power. Some of our
feelings are open, easily recognized, and can be talked
about; others are hidden and cannot be put into
words. Our emotions ( open and hidden) influence the
way we spend, save, or share our income.
Each one of us sees different meanings and have
different feelings about money. These meanings and
feelings change as we go through life: child; teen-age;
adult (head of family-expanding,
contracting);
elderly. Some are sensible and make it easier for us to
use our money to the best advantage. Others are not
sensible, in fact, may be quite unreasonable and get in
the way of our getting our money's worth.
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When we understand and manage our feelings
about money it will be much easier to manage the
money.
What are some of the meanings money has for us?
-equivalent of power
-control of others-( discipline of children)
-equivalent of being virtuous (reward for thrift
and hard work)
-stands for security, prestige (position in community)
-becoming an adult-independence from parents
-"cover up" for loneliness, disappointment and
resentment
-sense of personal worth-(providing for family)
-sense of being cared for and loved
-lack of acceptance of responsibilities of marriage
-subsitution for affection, love, attention
-fearful of being dependent (elderly)
-conformity with customs of community-trends
of the times-"keeping up"
When we consider the different meanings money
has for us at different times in our lives it is not surprising we have trouble using it to our best advantage.
Necessity, our attitudes, customs and pressures from
advertising dictate how we shall do much of our
spending.
We can plan to make better use of our money
when we understand our attitudes and our behavior
regarding it.
Disagreements over money, or lack of it, are frequently symptoms of emotional problems rather than
actual money problems.

SPENDING PLAN
Spending is an exchange of money for goods and
services we feel we need and want.
A plan for spending helps:
-have a feeling of satisfaction-operating in the
black
-use limited funds for items family considers
essential
-balance irregular mcome against regular expenditures
3

-adjust expenditures to increase or decrease in income or in family size
-to discover and plug leaks in expenditures
-to attain that which is considered most important for now and in the future (goals)
-to balance income among categories of expenditures
-children learn good money management habits
A plan forspending cannot:

-make an inadequate income adequate
-give an individual buymanship ability
-be static-must be dynamic, changing
-be made without thoughtful consideration of
resources, ( time, money, energy, property)
-succeed without full cooperation of family
members
Considerations When Planning
Goals-are the things which families want to have,

wish to do, or wish to become both now and in the
future. They must be reasonable to attain and of a
kind which is really wanted. They are more meaningful if written down. They are more likely to be
attained if they are the result of family decisions. They
need to be a combination of "long-time" and "short
time" solid values-not .fleeting ones. Wants and desires must be weighed carefully in order to fulfill those
first which will give the greatest satisfactions in total
living.
Resources-everyone has 24 hours a day to use in
getting the things he wants from life. Everyone does
not have an equal number of days. Everyone has energy to use; however, this varies, depending upon age
and degree of health. Most everyone has money but
the amount varies. Everyone has knowledge and the
ability to increase that knowledge. (Use of Shopping
Sense, Extension Leaflet 184.)
Past experiences are another resource for planning
for the future.
The community has resources to help the family
attain their goals: banks, lawyers, churches, schools,
investment and credit companies. (Extension Leaflets
No. 163, 164, 171, 188.)*
Plan-make a plan but be wise enough to get sat•see Reference List on page 6,
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isfaction from those things which are possible to attain. Face the difficulties or obstacles to the achievement of the plan. Look at your resources for possible
ways of overcoming these obstacles. A plan maps out
the way to go.
A plan helps one to live economically by keeping
out of debt; to live intelligently by providing a balanced program of expenditures, and to live comfortably by providing for emergencies. (•2)
Beware of Nibblers-little nickle and dime expenses; Bouncers-big expenses a couple times a year;
and Sluggers-unexpected expenees.
Look at your plan in relationship to your goals and
resources. Does the plan take you closer to your goals?
Weigh the advantages and disadvantages of each
possible line of action over and against each other.
Seek relevant information, investigate possibilities to
the best of your ability in order to get maximum
values.
Remember: when you decide on one line of action,
you are giving up other lines of actions you may also

wish.
Act-decide on line of action and carry it out.
Evaluate-look at the results-did they turn out
the way you hoped? If not, why not? What can be
done about it ? What satisfactions did you get from the
action? (•3)
Each of the above steps are dependent one upon
the other. In this leaflet they are separated for ease of
consideration. When you are actually planning, the
steps are interwoven and considered together. For example-after you have planned, decided on a line of
action and are acting upon it you are considering results and changing the plan and action as you progress. Goals are changed from time to time, some are
accomplished, or values change so some are eliminated, because they no longer have meaning.

To be the kind of managerswe would all like to be we
must:
-Understand our attitudes and feelings
-Consider the needs of our family
-Consider our resources
- Increase our knowledge-buymanship , human
relations
5

-Make a plan. Have the plan simple and reasonable
-Act upon the plan
-Look at the results. Try to do better.

To be the kind of money managers we would all like
to be we need to do (in addition to the above):
-Have a system that shows us where our money
has gone and where it is likely to go in the near future.
-Be on cash basis whenever possible. Keep interest charges down.
-Put some money in savings each year.
-Have insurance on the breadwinner to give
maximum protection to family members.
-Have assets about equally divided between fixed
dollars (bonds, savings, insurance) and variable dollars ( stocks, real estate).

Reference List*
(!)-Extension Leaflet No. 163-Know Your Bank, November, 1954
164-Your Property, January, 1955
171-Know Your Investments, Dec. 1955
188-Planning: Use of Credit, Dec. 1957
Your Life Insurance-Institute of Life Insurance, New
York
Have You Made a Will?-State Bar Association Leaflet
Meet Your Lawyer-State Bar Association Leaflet
The Buying and Selling of Your Home-State Bar Assocation Leaflet
(2)-Extension Leaflet No. ISO-Planning: Use of Dollars
with Sense, October, 1956
(3)-Extension Family Account Book
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